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ABSTRACT
To assist the manual examination to the physicians. We need to find a tumor with a help of machine as well as radiologist
instead of the main aim of this research is to improve the accuracy of tumor detection and extraction from the mammogram
screening. In this research, two segmentation techniques are combined together and processed as a mammogram images to get
the accurate result. The combination of edge base canny method and k means clustering method called edge based clustering
(EBC) in a single flow of process. Used hybrid feature helps to improve the detection extraction the tumor accurately. And also
the implementation of these approaches has been calculated in performance measures, it helps to seen the quality of the
mammogram tumor image. The result proves the efficacy of the proposed method in classifying task.
Keywords :— Image segmentation, Hybrid segmentation, Edge based segmentation, Clustering segmentation, Performance
Measures.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A great variety of segmentation methods has been proposed in
the past decades, and some categorization is necessary to
present the methods called hybrid segmentations. Which is
help us to segment the tumor image in clearly and good
quality visualization. Segmentation can be defined as the
process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments,
where multiple segments are Group of pixels. Main objective
of segmentation is to change or simplify the representation of
a digital image into something that is much more significant
and easier to analyse. The aim of the segmentation step in
mammographic image analysis is to extract regions of interest
(ROIs) containing all breast abnormalities from the normal
breast tissue So this proposed Hybrid Segmentation system
mainly focused on medical Mammogram images to extract the
tumor images. It has high-resolution and accurate positioning
of soft and hard distortion tissues [1and 2]. So this type of
imaging is more suitable to identify the brain lesions or tumor.
The Mammogram images which contains tumor that are
shown below.
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Figure 1: Sample Mammogram tumor images
Commonly, tumors are looking like solid white tissues with
black background in the Mammogram image. Figure 1, seems
the various tumor variation images. The proposed method
should help to identify the tumor without loss of pixels and
handing easier. The clustering algorithm is used to extract or
grouping the damaged cells of the tumor portion is extracted
separately to the given mammogram images. There are
various images have the various levels of tumor portion the
pixel of points having different tumor levels as well as pixels.

II. RELATED WORKS
In [3], Rangayyan presented the different operators for edge
detection like sobel operator, Log (Laplacian of Gaussian)
operator, prewitt operator and Roberts’s operator. In [9],
author Fauci et al. proposed the method of edge based
segmentation which is based on iterative process called ROI
hunter method for extracting the ROIs. ROI Hunter technique
is uses the concept of searching of intensity maximum within
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square windows those constructing the image of
mammographic. In [4], author Pappas used the basic k-means
clustering technique for image segmentation. K-means
clustering extracts the pixels into the different clusters as
segmented masses. In [5], author Sahiner et al. introduced the
modified k-means clustering technique in which selection of
object is done in order to detect the initial mass area in ROI
after k-means clustering. The methods of edge detection are
based on image discontinuities of gray level. Derivatives or
Gradients are used to measure rate of change of gray level in
[6], author uses the DWCE (Density contrast enhancement)
method with Laplacian method in Gaussian filtering. Aim of
DWCE technique is enhancing mammographic image
structures for detecting the objects boundaries using edge
detection method. Bovis and Singh [7] analysed two different
classification methods, which are four-class categories
according to the BIRADS system and two-class categories,
differentiating between dense and fatty breast types. Sets of
classifier outputs are combined using six different classifier
combination rules proposed by Kittler et al. [8] and the results
were compared. The results showed that the classification
based on BIRADS system for the four-class categories

III. PROPOSED WORK

closed. So, the gap is filled by edge linking. The broken edges
are extended in the direction of the slope for the link to get the
connectivity for segmentation. And the Segmentation is also
done through Clustering. The Clustering methods attempt to
group together patterns that are similar in some sense. The
goal is very similar to what we are attempting to do when we
segment an image, and indeed some clustering techniques can
readily be applied for image segmentation. They grouping the
distortion tissues and viewed clearly, The proposed method is
experimental and performance of this hybrid segmentation is
measured which will perform well and gives expected output
that is considered as a good segmentation to extract tumor as
it is in the Mammogram images. Extracting the tumors with
edges is very difficult but by applying this hybrid edge based
clustering is clearly viewed the tumor positions with edges.

IV. METHODOLOGY
The proposed methods gives the better result to finding the
tumor easily .The overall process flow of the proposed system
is shown below:

Mammogram image (Input)

The Mammogram image explicitly contains tumor portion is
taken as an input image. This work
Contains three phases.

Pre-processing (Gray scale
level, image Histogram)

Phase 1: The pre-processing steps (i.e. Gray scale conversion,
Image Histogram)
Phase 2: The results of edge based segmentation and
clustering segmentation and applying proposed hybrid method
and getting results.

Hybrid Method

Edge Based
Sssssss

Clustering
based

Phase 3: Performance of the proposed system can be
measured by the various quality metrics.
In Edge based segmentation technique, edges in an image are
assumed to represent object boundaries, and used to identify
these objects. In this edge based segmentation, there is no
need for the detected edges to be closed. We are used Canny
Edge Detection concept. The Edges are continuities in the
sense of intensity, which gives a layout of an object. All
objects in the image are traced when the intensities are
calculated accurately Canny Edge Detector is used to get the
high spatial gradient. Segmentation can also be done through
edges. There will be some gap between the edges as it is not
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Segmented image
(output)
Quality
Measurement

Figure 2: Flow Diagram of overall process.
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4.1 Pre-Processing
The input of Mammogram images are pre-processed by means
of two processes such as, (i) Gray scale level, and (ii)
Histogram Equalization. The collection of mammogram
images from various resources has different from one image
to another image and pixel may differ in the tumor.


The Gray level has been applied to improve the
contrast of the image. This process can be achieved
by adjusting the grey level and dynamic range of the
image, which is the deviation between minimum and
maximum pixel value.



Histogram equalization is used for contrast
adjustment using the image histogram When ROI is
represented by close contrast values, this histogram
equalization enhances the image by increasing the
global contrast.

Canny edge detection is a technique to extract tumor portion
from the mammogram abnormal image. Canny has found that
the requirements for the pixels of edge detection. Thus, an
edge detection solution to address these requirements can be
implemented in a wide range of situations. The general criteria
for edge detection include:
1. Detection of edge with low error rate, which means
that the detection should accurately catch as many
edges shown in the image as possible
2. The edge point detected from the operator should
accurately localize on the center of the edge.
3. A given edge in the image should only be marked
once, and where possible, image noise should not
create false edges.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3 :(a) Original image (b) Edge Deducted image
4.2. Proposed Hybrid Segmentation
Hybrid segmentation method is the coordination of 2 methods
which will effectively give preferred results over the single
segmentation technique. The, proposed work pre-dominantly
centered around restorative imaging to concentrate tumor and
particularly in mammogram images. It has high-determination
and precise situating of delicate soft and hard tissues, and it is
particularly appropriate for the conclusion of breast tumors.
The proposed hybrid technique are having the below steps.
 According to the abnormal images are smoothing
with Gaussian function and find the gray tones of
the tumor.
 Analyzing the Histogram to find the tumor pixel
value.
 Cluster point chosen randomly and assume like k.
 Separate the groups in soft and hard tissue.
 Find and segment the tumor until all tumors are
separated in one group.
4.2.1

Edge based segmentation technique

Edge detection is the basic function of image segmentation,
but it has the major feature for image analysis. It may use by
some edge detecting techniques but we used canny method to
detect the tumor easily.
Steps for Canny algorithm
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4.2.2 Clustering Segmentation Technique
The main purpose of clustering is to divide a set of abnormal
pixels into significant Groups. The clustering of pixels is
based on measuring of correspondence between the pair of
pixels using distance function. Thus, result of clustering is a
set of clusters, where pixels within one cluster is further
similar to each other, than to pickle in another cluster. The
Cluster analysis has been broadly used in numerous
applications, including segmentation of medical images,
pattern recognition, data analysis, and image processing.
Clustering is also called data segmentation in some
applications because clustering partitions huge data sets into
groups according to their resemblance. In this proposed
Clustering K-Means algorithm are under the group of squared
error based clustering. The k means algorithms are an iterative
technique which is used to split an image into k clusters. In
statistics and machine learning, k means clustering is a
method of cluster analysis which can to portions n
observations into k cluster, in which each observation be in
the right place to the cluster with the adjacent mean,
The basic k means clustering algorithms as follows:
i) pick k cluster center either randomly or based on some
heuristic,
ii) Assign each pixel in image to the come together that
minimum the distance between the pixels cluster center.
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iii) Re-compute the cluster center’s by averaging all of the
pixels in the cluster. Repeat last two steps until convergences
are attained.
K-means clustering key endeavour to partitions the n
observation into k sets (k<n) s= {s1, s2, s3….sk} so as to
minimize the with in cluster sum of squares. And it can be
obtaining the significant result when it’s combined with edge
detection segmentation. The result of the method is to very
clear segmentation is processed.

Sensitivity=TP / TP+FN
Specificity: The specificity of a test is its ability to determine
the healthy cases correctly. To estimate it, we should calculate
the proportion of true negative in healthy, and it can be
defined as:
Specificity=TN / TN+FP
True Positive (TP): The test result is positive in the presence
of the objective abnormality.
True Negative (TN): The test result is negative in the absence
of the clinical abnormality.
False Positive (FP): The test result is positive in the absence
of the clinical abnormality.

(a)

False Negative (FN): The test result is undesirable in the
presence of the clinical abnormality
FP= False Positive value pixel count /tumor size
FN= False Negative value pixel count /tumor size Correct
rate= FP+FN
The proposed models of edge based, clustering and Hybrid
approaches are tested with this performance measures in a
mammogram images.
Table 1: Number of pixels and area of the tumor region
Finding the tumor pixels in Percentage wise for the
proposed methods
original Edge based
Clustering
Hybrid
image
segmentation segmentation Segmentation

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4 :(a) original image (b) after clustering segmentation
(c) process of grouping the cluster in k (d) further steps of
clustering segmentation technique.
4.2.3. Performance measures for analysis
Every image processing techniques are finally tested with any
of the quality measures of an image, So we are calculate the
performance measure for the proposed resulting images, as we
test for the performance measures of Sensitivity, Specificity,
Accuracy of an image should be calculated.
Accuracy: To estimate the accuracy of a test, we should
calculate the proportion of true positive and true negative in
all evaluated images, and it can be defined as:
Accuracy=TP+TN / TP+TN+FP+FN
Sensitivity: The sensitivity of a test is its ability to determine
the tumor correctly. To estimate it, we should calculate the
proportion of true positive in tumor, and it can be defined as:
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Image 1

59.68

65.57

92.36

Image 2

-3.69

-4.08

-63.02

Image 3

50.7

56.57

75.99

Image 4

-19.65

-24.94

-42.99

Image 5

6.6

9.25

29.74

Image 6

-25.08

-30.29

46.37

Image 7

-27

-33.3

-35.33

Image 8

54

56.32

-80.25

Image 9

7.29

8.03

25.38

Image10

1.5

5.58

15.23

Table 1 represent the tumors in various segmentation methods
as well as the proposed method, the result should be very
cleared in the hybrid methods. Tumor find in clearly.
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Figure 5. Comparison of proposed method based on
performance measures.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The hybrid approach of performance based classification of
different image datasets of different resources of online
images. Open Dataset are analysed using the performance
measures of Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy are calculated
and find the tumors in mammogram images and the result may
analyzed by the quality measures.

Image 1

87.23%

91.12%

93.00%

Image 2

67.00%

75.00%

89.00%

Image 3

86.00%

75.00%

92.40%

Image 4

67.25%

85.78%

92.35%

Image 5

62.45%

87.23%

91.32%

Image 6

89.23%

91.23%

97.85%

Image 7

76.54%

67.45%

92.58%

Image 8

45.59%

67.25%

85.45%

Image 9

58.65%

72.53%

82.34%

Image 10

75.54%

85.14%

97.45%

From these comparisons of hybrid approach segmentation
techniques are calculated the feature extraction has highest
percentage of accuracy 97.85% in the given Mammogram
images.

Table 2: Results for segmentation using existing method and
Extracted Tumor region
Original Image

Exiting method

Hybrid method

Figure 6. Comparison Chart hybrid method based on
performance measures

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a hybrid approach of Segmentation is proposed
Table 2: Comparison of different feature extraction techniques and Compared in performance analysis. It help to get the
better segmentation of the tumor portion is detected the tumor
and extracted easily, also here calculated the total number of
Performance measures and analysis for proposed
affected tumor cells. Performance measures witch help us to
methods in Mammogram image
getting the image accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of given
Hybrid
image. Thus the proposed hybrid method had a better quality
Approached Specificity Sensitivity Accuracy
segmenting the tumor. In future this work executed to improve
image
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the quality of Classification rate, and accuracy rate with
effective feature extraction technique.
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